
Next-gen secure access solution for #wfh

Secure segmented access 
for remote workers

As organizations ask employees to work from home because of the 
Covid-19 virus, many IT teams are struggling to manage remote access to 
secure corporate assets. Traditional VPNs are being stretched to the limit, 
and this is hindering teams from ensuring remote employees and vendors 
are able to effectively work. 
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Segmented Remote AccessThe security best practice of segmenting user 
access is incredibly difficult for existing VPN 
technologies. With VPNs, security stops at the 
edge of a network instead of at the individual host 
or service. A patchwork of VLANs, ACLs, routing 
rules, firewall policies, and more are applied – 
which become increasingly complex to maintain. 
Because of this, VPNs are not scalable, are prone 
to human error, can be a compliance risk, and 
disrupt your organization’s security posture. 
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Secure segmented access for remote workers

A better way forward
Our Airwall Solution ensures secure, encrypted access from anywhere 
in the world over devices. Provide remote access to company resources 
for employees, vendors, and contractors, while ensuring PCI, HIPAA, and 
NIST Compliance.

Furthermore, the Airwall Solution reduces the time required to 
connect or revoke access to the network, even when thousands of 
devices and systems need to be managed. Whether it’s five hundred 
or five thousand remote workers, we can spin up a secure, scalable 
solution in minutes. 

Unlike VPNs that lack segmentation once authenticated and inside the 
network, the Airwall Solution only allows secure access to its mutually 
authenticated and authorized machines. You can create user groups 
that are invisible to others — even from clients that have valid user 
credentials — eliminating breaches or unauthorized lateral network 
movement.

Secure

Flexible

Safeguard access quickly with unbreakable segmentation and 
support your security posture through the #wfh period.

Global connectivity and mobility for every device and every 
employee to securely connect to company assets they need.

Need secure access for your remote workforce? Contact us. 

wfh@tempered.io | +1 206.452.5500
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The next-gen secure  
access solution

All fees waived for 90 days

Airwall Solution
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